Commercial Quality
Quick Start Guide
1. Battery Operated Machine 4. 4 Rounded Attachments
2. Charging Cord
5. 4 Pointed Attachments
3. Reflexology Footpad
6. 4 Circulation Rings

7. Remote Control

Unbox your machine and make sure that all parts are included.
If anything is missing Innergizerplus@gmail.com call/text (813) 507-4429
Included in your box should be the following:
Before using the machine plug the charger into the power outlet and into the
machine and charge fully. During charging the red light will remain lit, the three
green lights will light up sequentially as the machine becomes more charged. Once all
three of the green lights are lit, the machine will be fully charged and ready to use.
Rotate the dial on the base of the machine to turn on the machine. The farther you
rotate the dial, the faster the machine will oscillate and the more intense the massage
will be. If the machine does not start, the first step should be to make sure the
machine is fully charged and unplugged from the charger.
To activate the wireless remote control make sure the machine is fully charged.
Turn the dial until it clicks then the lights will flash sequentially and the remote will
be ready to pair by simply pushing the red button. Simply use the +/- buttons to
adjust the speed to stop the machine hit the red button.

What makes the Professional InnergizerGo Massager,
Superior to others available?
The Professional Massager is 8 Massagers in one.
1. Lifetime Warranty
2. The Innergizer Go is powered by a rechargeable Battery. More Power without a cord.
3. Use the Pad without Attachments (this is the pad attached to the machine, with 4 screw
holes); apply it anywhere on the body, even the face.
4. Use the Machine with Rounded Attachments; apply over thicker muscle or skin area to give
a general massage.
5. Reflexology Foot Pad is perfect for use on your feet. Simply place over the four rounded
attachments on the machine.
6. Use the Machine with the Deep Muscle Attachments; apply on the thickest tissue to work
our stress.
7. Use the Machine with the Rounded Circulatory Attachments (caps on deep muscle); apply
anywhere on the body for stimulation in the blood circulation.
8. Control the intensity of the machine with either the speed dial on the machine
9. Use the Machine on yourself, simply place it in a chair and lean back, your body weight
will hold the machine in place, or on someone else can manipulate the massager on your
back for you.

Commercial Quality - Lifetime Warranty
What makes our Professional Innergizer Go Massager, beer and diﬀerent from others on the Market?
The Professional Massager is 8 Massagers in one.
1. LIFETIME WARRANTY
2. The Innergizer Go is powered by a rechargeable Ba!ery. More power without a cord.
3. Use the Pad without A!achments (this is the pad a!ached to the machine, with 4 screw holes); apply it anywhere on the body,
even the face.
4. Use the Machine with Rounded A!achments; apply over thicker muscle or skin area to give a general massage.
5. Use the Machine with Reﬂexology Foot Pad (Rubber foot pad with knobby points); a massage that targets the base of the scia4c
nerve and Plantar Fascii4s.
6. Use the Machine with the Deep Muscle A!achments; apply on the thickest 4ssue to work our stress.
7. Use the Machine with the Rounded Circulatory A!achments (caps on deep muscle); apply anywhere on the body for s4mula4on
in the blood circula4on.
8. Use the Machine with the Pyramid A!achments (caps on deep muscle); apply lo4ons or oils onto the skin, and allow to massage
into the skin.
9. Control the intensity of the machine with either the speed dial on the machine or with the op4onal Phone App (currently only
available in Android Store, Apple coming soon). Note; When you turn on the machine with the machine dial, you must turn it oﬀ
with the machine dial. (Vice Versa for the Phone App) Whichever is turned on ﬁrst dominates the machine. The other one will
not work.
10. Use the Machine on yourself, simply place it in a chair and lean back, your body weight will hold the machine in place, or on
someone else
Versa$lity One Machine can be used anywhere on your body. The intensity of the massage is determined by the pressure and speed
you apply.
Power The Innergizer Go is an overbuilt Machine, and comes with a Life4me Warranty. The powerful motor is unlike any other
machine on the market. Built to Last with Oscilla4ng Speed from 1300 - 6000 RPM’s. Others on the market top out at 3300 RMPs
Aachments Part of our versa4lity is the assortment of a!achments that are included with the Machine.
When you open the box the machine is packaged with the four Rounded A!achments screwed into the top, steel screws with brass
ﬁAng, for great quality. This is one of our most popular ways to use the machine. Many people use these four a!achments all over
the body, speciﬁcally on their back, arms and legs. They oﬀer a semi-intense massage that can be varied by the pressure applied to
the machine, and/or speed of the machine, and are one of the most popular a!achments.
On top of the Rounded A!achment is the Reﬂexology Foot Pad. This pad is most eﬀec4vely used on the feet, it is great on the feet
for Neuropathy, Plantar Fascii4s and many other condi4ons. Simply place Rejuvenator Go handle down on the Floor or on a pillow.
Place the Reﬂexology pad over the rounded a!achments, or use the Deep Muscle a!achments with the Circula4on Rings on the
machine and place your feet on the massager. While massaging your feet, you will soon discover that the increased circula4on and
Massage ac4on will be felt all the way up your legs, aEer using the machine for about 4 –5 minutes you will ﬁnd that the burst of
energy will last for about 45 minutes. Many people who have diminished feeling in their feet and lower legs, have increased
sensa4on aEer using the machine on a regular basis.
For a more intense Massage you can use the Deep Muscle A!achments in place of the rounded a!achments. These a!achments are
pointed or cone shaped and are able to massage deeper into the muscle for immediate relief. Be careful of applying to much
pressure when using these a!achments, they are very deep penetra4ng they should not cause discomfort.
The Circula4on A!achments ﬁt as caps on the deep muscle a!achments for a diﬀerent sensa4on of massage.

How to care for your Innergizer

Go Massager:

To store– Place the massager in a safe, dry, and cool area. Avoid contact with sharp edges or pointed objects,
anything that may cause damage to the machine. Do not hang or move the unit by its electrical cord.
To clean– Unplug the machine from the power source, remember this whenever handling electronics such as this
massager. Allow an hour of cooling after the use of the machine before cleaning. Do not place directly into liquid
when cleaning. To clean the surface, run a lightly damp clothe or sponge with detergent or soap, over the surface
of the machine. Do not use abrasive cleaners or solvents on this machine.
Important Safety Precautions:
Read all instructions and safety precautions before use.
DANGER• To reduce the risk of electric shock, always unplug the appliance from the electrical outlet immediately after
charging and before cleaning.
• Never charge the product if it has a damaged cord or plug on the charging cable.
• Do not use while bathing, showering or near any other water source.
• Do not reach for the massager if it has fallen into water, drain water before removing the Rejuvenator Go. Do
not use after removing it, for there may be water droplets in the electrical system.
• We recommend using surge protector when charging. Only attach to charge the battery do not leave the
Innergizer Go plugged in after charging is complete.
WARNING• To reduce the risk of burns, fires, electrical shocks, or injury to person. An appliance should never be left
unattended when plugged in. Unplug from the electrical outlet when not in use, and before detaching or reattaching parts.
• Do not operate under blanket or pillow. Excessive heat can occur and fire, electrical shock, or injury may
happen.
• Close supervision is necessary when used on, or near children/disabled persons. Do not allow children to
operate.
• Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use attachments not
recommended by the manufacturer.
• Never operate this appliance if it is not working properly, if it has been dropped, damaged or dropped into
water. Return the appliance to a service

QUESTIONS?
InnergizerPlus@gmail.com
InnergizerPlus.com
Call/Text 813/507-4429
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